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The apparent lack of quenching between the active ions in these materials, as evidenced by the sharp lines observed even when there is 100-percent doping as in NdPsOm, leads to the obvious expectation of producing smaller laser crystals with these materials.
In this work, previously reported spectra of the pentaphosphates of Nd and Eu were analyzed by diagonalizing a parametrized C (C ) s lh Hamiltonian in free-ion bases involving the five and seven lowest J-multiplets, respectively, of each ion. By reassigning symmetries to the reported Eu levels according to predictions from scaled crystal field parameters, B, , that fit 28 Nd levels 3 to 7.61 cm -1 , a fit of km 10.43 cm" to 46 levels of Eu was obtained. Predicted B and energy km levels for all the lanthanide pentaphosphates also were obtained.
CALCULATIONS
The point group symmetry at the rare-earth ion site 1 *' 5 is C which gives rise to the crystal field Hamiltonian at the rare-earth site, and it contains 26 independent B, . counting km real and imaginary parts of the B • In order to obtain a manageable representation for the crystal field that may be extended to predict spectra of all the lanthanide pentaphosphates, we assume the B with km m = ± odd integer to be negligible (subject to justification at a later date). The resulting Hamiltonian given by equation (1) with the added restriction m = 0, ±2, . . ., ±k (2) results in 14 independent parameters and has the appearance of C ( c ,.)
symmetry.
This Hamiltonian was diagonalized in free-ion bases by using the lowest five and seven J-multiplets, respectively, of Nd and Eu, and the B and multiplet centroids were varied to fit reported spectra for km NdP 5 Crystal quantum numbers y = 0, 1 were assigned to experimental energy levels according to which theoretical level each approximated. By maintaining these assignments, the B, and km centroids were varied to give a best fit of 14. for each ion where we define 
The parameters given by equation (6) 
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TABLE XI. ESTIMATED CRYSTAL FIELD PARAMETERS AND ENERGY LEVELS FOR
GdP
